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Supporting the development of transportation
infrastructure essential for cities
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MHI’s New Transit Systems Deliver Outstanding
Cost Performance and
Enhance Municipal Environments

The increased economic burden involved in the

Economic operations are realized as these systems

construction and operation of these systems, however,

are driverless and fully automated.

At the Forefront of

has heightened the need for a transportation infrastruc

In 1973, MHI launched the MAT System, which
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served as a model for all of its subsequent AGT

an alternative to conventional trains and buses,

systems. The company has since constructed many
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new AGTs, encompassing vehicle production and

emerged as new urban transportation systems. One
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of these systems is the new Automated Guideway

in major urban areas, from the Kobe Port Liner in

Transit (AGT) that runs on rubber tires on elevated

1981 to the Tokyo Nippori Toneri Liner in 2008.

tracks constructed over existing roads.

Together these Japanese lines carry more than 600,000

The AGT offers a variable passenger carrying
capacity, ranging from a small number of people per day

Cover : YURIKAMOME, Tokyo Waterfront New Transit (Waterfront Line)

people daily and have become indispensable to
contemporary city life.
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A : In comparison with conventional cars, the new lightweight YURIKAMOME
cars achieve increased transport capacity and lower power consumption.
The non-painted aluminum body gives off a beautiful luster.

C : Monorails create less noise and vibration than railways. The new
cars of the Chiba Urban Monorail, pictured here, won Japan’s 2012
Good Design Award.

B : LR in the form of trams has greatly evolved and as shown in the photo
(Hiroshima Electric Railway Co. 1000-Series), the bed has changed to
a low-floor type, allowing senior citizens and individuals in wheelchairs
to board and alight comfortably.

D : MHI’s MAT system was announced in 1973. The system was developed
as a new type of vehicle combining the benefits of monorails, railways,
and buses and designed to handle small to medium transport
capacities.

P.2-3 : In 2010, 108 new YURIKAMOME cars were ordered and featured
redesigned interiors that incorporated customer needs. Transportation
volume was improved by adopting long seating and pursuing greater
comfort.
[Cover, P.2-3: Mihara Machinery Works, Hiroshima Prefecture, Japan]
Movie viewable on “MHI Graph” page of MHI’s website.
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New Routes to
World Markets
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Playing an active role in densely populated areas with
superior cost efficiency and quietness
MHI’s AGT systems are now expanding worldwide. Starting in 1998, the company installed its first AGT
overseas at the Hong Kong International Airport. This huge international airport hub introduced the system to
efficiently transport people between its main terminal building and remote terminals.
In recent years, however, Japan’s AGT systems have gained attention as means of transportation within cities,
and applications are spreading to urban areas as well. In Singapore, AGT systems have been adopted
in the country’s new towns

satellite residential communities of populations on the order of 100,000

with lines becoming operational in Sengkang New Town in 2002 and in Punggol New Town in 2004.
MHI designed and manufactured the “Crystal Mover”

the AGTs delivered to Sengkang in Singapore

as its AGT brand for overseas. The Crystal Mover has won Japan’s Good Design Award twice,
and its reliability in terms of design and functionality is highly valued. To date,
a total of 169 cars have been delivered for ten lines in six countries.
Macau LRT (Light Rapid Transit) placed an order for AGTs with MHI in 2011
after considering competing systems from Europe, the U.S. and other countries.
Construction is currently underway, with the goal of starting commercial operations in 2015.
Vehicles named “Urbanismo” are destined to become MHI’s new stars of urban transportation,
and their future introduction into other Asian countries is expected.
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A : Sengkang・Punggol LRT — MHI’s first AGT project for overseas urban
transport. MHI not only supplied the cars, but also most of the other
related systems from tracks to signal control and power equipment to
car depot.

E

B : While one company continues to monopolize most new AGT systems
installed at U.S. airports, the Washington Dulles International Airport,
Atlanta International Airport, Miami International Airport and others
have opted for the Crystal Mover because of the value placed on the
excellent utilization rate, safety, and design innovation of MHI’s transportation systems.
C : Based on the excellent reputation of the Sengkang・Punggol Line LRT,
MHI was awarded the Macau LRT order. Features of the AGT include
low noise and low vibrations, which will allow the vehicles to run next
to many hotels. A maximum speed of 80 km/h will be possible, exceeding
the 20 km/h maximum speed of AGT systems in Japan.
D : MHI contracts many AGT systems to overseas customers as a complete
package, including not just the cars, but also on-site construction,
commissioning, and even operation and maintenance after start-up.
Currently, several hundred MHI employees are performing maintenance
and other operations onsite in the U.S. and various regions in Asia.
E : At MHI, engineers are invited from overseas to study assembly and
outfitting work with designers in Japan. These activities provide education
for the personnel who will be responsible for future onsite production,
maintenance and operations.
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The Space Where
Comfort is Born

A

Meeting the needs of the market and era: ride quality,
environmental performance and more
A : The vehicle assembly and sheet metal factory
at the Mihara Wadaoki Plant, where AGT and
monorail systems are developed and manufactured. The total length of the factory exceeds
373 meters. Stations are set up for welding,
machining, painting, assembly, etc.

In order to create AGT systems that are even quieter as well as more comfortable and cost effective, the hallmarks of these systems,
MHI continues to develop technologies based on the knowledge and experience gained from over 30 years of manufacturing.
Since AGT cars run on rubber tires, they are able to achieve better gradeability and acceleration than railway cars,
but the cars need to be lightweight in order to meet the allowable tire load limits.

B : By simultaneously welding the four panels that
form the car body of the AGT, production time
is shortened and thermal distortion is reduced.
The component panels allow for a lighter car.

The company’s extensive experience in designing and manufacturing aluminum alloy vehicles has made today’s AGT cars
lighter and more rigid, raising the quietness and cost efficiency to even higher levels. By modifying the structure of

C : As aluminum is a good thermal conductor, welding
of the aluminum panels that form the car body is
a highly skilled task requiring technical expertise
and extensive experience.

the bogie and lightening its components, MHI has succeeded in reducing car weight while still maintaining durability.
In addition, application of shock absorbing mechanisms has reduced vertical and lateral shaking, further improving ride comfort.

D : The AGT bogie achieved a weight reduction
through frame construction modifications,
optimized materials utilization, and by simply
adding holes. The amount of vibration transmitted to the vehicle was reduced through use
of shock absorbing mechanisms in the guide
wheels. This not only prevents shaking, but
also improves durability of the guide wheel.
E : Joining of the car body and the bogie. Workers
pay strict attention to this essential operation
and accomplish it while carrying out fine
adjustments.
[A〜E : Mihara Machinery Works, Hiroshima
Prefecture, Japan]

The car interior, too, has been completely revamped from the perspective of universal design, creating a vehicle
that can be safely and comfortably used by passengers of all ages. These new cars also incorporate environmental design
throughout by adopting features such as non painted bodies and oil free air compressors.

B
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The Tracks to
Tomorrow
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MHI serves the role of system integrator

A : Test line for comprehensive testing of essential
operation and maintenance systems, covering
vehicles, track equipment, power equipment, signal
and communication equipment, etc. Installationsite adjustments are minimized by implementing
necessary corrective measures following repeated
test runs prior to shipment overseas.

MHI has set up a test line in a plant where the vehicles are manufactured and conducts performance evaluation tests
after vehicle completion. This facility greatly reduces the time and amount of adjustments needed after delivery to
the installation site. The MIHARA Test Center, designed to international standards is currently under construction
and scheduled to be completed in 2014. The Center will include a 3.2 km railway loop and maintenance training facilities,

B・C : The OCC (Operation Control Center) built in 2009.
The Center includes a control room used for
activities such as operational testing of signal
and control equipment.

railway, and AGT and HSST (high speed surface transport) test lines.
Moreover, in 2007 for the Taiwan Shinkansen Project and in 2009 for the Dubai Metro Project, MHI implemented

D : The platform installed along the test line with
glass doors. It is used to verify the opening and
closing of the doors in conjunction with automatic
operation control.

these transportation system projects from engineering, procurement, construction, and commissioning to
safety validation. MHI is well versed in both project engineering and vehicle design and manufacturing and is
one of the few companies in the world capable of system integration.

E : A water tightness test is done by spraying water
on the vehicle from all directions to check whether
any of the welded sections leak. Very few manufacturers have this type of test equipment, which
contributes to more exact and refined vehicle
manufacture.

The company provides highly reliable and safe transportation systems to locations throughout the world.
Emerging countries are struggling to cope with chronic traffic congestion that accompanies rapid urbanization.
Such regions have high hopes for new transit systems that can be built at a low cost and used by many people.
In the future and based on its past experience, MHI will actively propose urban transit systems to

[A〜E : Mihara Machinery Works, Hiroshima
Prefecture, Japan]

these countries with elements matching their individual circumstances.
A new track is being laid out in urban transit for countries around the world.
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